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ABSTRACT

We present an algorithm for the incremental generation of
word graphs. Incremental means that the speech signal is
processed left-to-right by a time synchronous Viterbi algo-
rithm and word hypotheses are generated with some delay
to Viterbi decoding. The incrementally generated word hy-
potheses can be used for early interaction between linguistic
analysis and acoustic recognition. Therefore, it is possible
to derive acoustic constraints from linguistic restrictions dy-
namically.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition and speech understanding techniques
have already achieved a point that they can provide tools
for man-machine interaction as well as assist in man-man
dialogs for translation purposes. Nearly all speech under-
standing systems divide the overall complex task at least
into two main processing units. A word recognizer deals
with the detection of most probable words and word chains
which �t the incoming signal. These data are passed to a lin-
guistic unit which make use of structural syntactic, semantic,
pragmatic, and dialog constraints in order to extract the in-
tended meaning of an utterance. Beside others, the following
reasons support this strategy:

� It is possible to use adequate processing paradigms for
each step. E.g., statistical approaches based on HMMs
for recognition and knowledge based techniques for un-
derstanding.

� The search e�ort for the most expensive understanding
units can be reduced by only applying them to the very
best hypotheses provided by the recognition unit.

In order to achieve the latter goal, i.e. only creating as
few word hypotheses with liable accuracy as possible, many
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recognition algorithms use two or three passes to optimize
the word hypotheses [1, 16]. They also incorporate statis-
tical knowledge about the domain of the system. A priori
language models such as word, bigram, or trigram probabili-
ties are estimated to reect the structural properties of utter-
ances. However, the main disadvantages are evident. Even if
the recognition process is near to real time, in the sense, that,
e.g., an utterance lasting 5 seconds only needs 5 seconds to
be processed, it is only guaranteed that the hypotheses are
available 10 seconds after the utterance started. The inter-
pretation process can not be started before the recognition
unit reached its end. Additionally, it is not possible to use
intermediate interpretations of the understanding process to
restrict the search for word hypotheses. The statistical lan-
guage model does not necessarily coincide with the linguistic
knowledge bases, although it covers a lot of the di�erent
aspects of linguistic evaluations. From human speech per-
ception and cognition it is well known that recognition and
understanding are coupled and restrict each other [7, 2]. Fur-
thermore, man-man dialogs show that turn taking does not
depend on the end of constituents or even sentences. Dis-
connections occur in order to establish mutual agreements
on the meaning of previous words and constituents.

These remarks motivate our investigations on incremental

word recognition algorithms. Fig. 1 outlines the general idea.
Already while an utterance is being produced word hypothe-
ses are generated. A short time delay has to be accepted. If
a certain time t is reached, words ending in a time inter-
val [t� s� w;t � s] are established as hypotheses. In order
to achieve robustness not only the optimal sub-chain but a
word graph is constructed. This process will be explained
in section 2. Currently, there are only a few speech under-
standing systems using incremental techniques for the recog-
nition task, e.g. [8, 5, 4, 6]. Except the early transmission
of hypotheses to the further processing modules, an closer
interaction between recognition and understanding will be
performed.

2. WORD GRAPHS

Several interfaces between the recognition and the under-
standing unit can be used: the optimal word chain with
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Figure 1: Incremental Recognition

respect to a given utterance and a HMM including a lan-
guage model, the n-best word chains [14, 15], a set of word
hypotheses [13], or a word graph [10]. While the best chain
or the n-best ones are easy to parse and to interpret, errors
are hard to avoid or to correct if only the best chain is used.
Increasing robustness can be achieved by using the n-best
strategy but here n must grow exponentially with the num-
ber of words in an utterance if the recognition rate should
not decrease. A linear relationship between words spoken
and word hypotheses is achieved by word graphs. They are
labeled directed graphs. Each link represents a word hypoth-
esis with an associated score. A node represents a unique
time interval. The incoming and outgoing word hypotheses
must end respectively start within this interval. Therefore,
the duration of a node should be as short as possible to avoid
larger overlaps and gaps but also cover enough time to estab-
lish a path through the graph which represents the correct
sequence of words.

In the usual case of multi-pass recognition the word graph
can be optimized as a whole but not during the �rst pass by
using previous results of the n-best word chains. Contrarily,
in an incremental approach the nodes must be determined
dynamically according to both the actual hypotheses in the
search space and the language model. Furthermore, because
the continuation is unknown "dead-ends" must be taken into
account.

3. AN INCREMENTAL SEARCH

ALGORITHM

Using HMMs for speech and language modeling requires an
e�cient search algorithm which has to deal with a huge num-
ber of states and state transitions. A state transition reects
one step in time from some t to t+1. In order to reduce the
overall complexity not all possible states at a certain time

step but only the local best ones are continued. Although
this beam search paradigm does not guarantee to achieve the
optimal solution, it provides a good balance between search
e�ort and the quality of the resulting word hypotheses. The
search space can be constructed time synchronously. But
immediate generation of word hypotheses would cause seri-
ous problems. Locally optimal paths, and only they could
be used for decisions, may result in globally bad solutions
or they can not be continued to the end of the utterance at
all. Generating more hypotheses could overcome these prob-
lem but neglect the overall goal. Therefore, algorithms are
widely investigated which process the speech signal forward
and backward in at least two passes. nodes. Examples of
such algorithms are presented in [11, 16].
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Figure 2: Size of a search space during the utterance bis

zum achtundzwanzigsten

In our approach we combine the incremental ability of time
synchronous recognition algorithms with a more global view
on local optimization of word hypotheses. Similar to the
technique suggested in [3] for training purposes a sliding win-
dow technique is used. To reduce the problem of immediate
local decisions a delay time is accepted. The strategy is
based on the observation that the density of word hypothe-
ses in the search space increases at word boundaries [9] (see
Fig. 2 for an example). This fact is turned into account for
the incremental search:

� No hypotheses shall be generated at word boundaries,
because important restrictions become evident after a
short time delay.

� Within words search space is reduced. The quality of
previous words can be checked more reliable. Expressive
hypotheses are selected.

Therefore, the search space currently looked at is reduced to
a short time interval, and hypotheses are generated for those
time slots already processed and not in the analysis window.

Fig. 3 illustrates the algorithm. The analysis window is the
time interval [t� s; t]. Words ending before t� s which have
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Figure 3: Illustration for the Search Algorithm

a path extension to t form new hypotheses, e.g., zwanzig,
zwei. Although most of the "dead ends" can be omitted,
the overall continuation of intermediate word chains to the
end of an utterance is not guaranteed, in the example the
word acht. The word achtundzwanzigsten does not form a
hypothesis at time t because it was not �nished at least at
time t� s. The delay time is at least s frames. This can be
slightly increased due to the construction of a word graph
node (see next section).

4. CONSTRUCTION OF WORD

GRAPH NODES AND LINKS

The presented search algorithm enables the incremental gen-
eration of a tree of word chains (see Fig 3). In order to
achieve a word graph, start and end times of hypotheses
must be connected to logical nodes. Due to the goal to pro-
duce a word graph as compactly as possible, gaps and over-
laps between words which are connected by one node of the

graph are accepted. Again, it is not possible to �x the time
interval of any node with knowledge about the entire utter-
ance. But either an a priori de�nition of the intervals is not
suitable, because incremental processing requires a dynamic
adaptation of the width of word graph nodes.

This is provided by the following steps. First, an initial
hypotheses list is constructed:

� Each word hypothesis hj which ends at time t is as-
signed to a list lt.

� If hypotheses in lt represent the same word and start
in the same node, only the best scored one is further
processed.

Second, the currently considered time t is compared to al-
ready �xed word graph nodes. The list lt forms new incoming
links for a node n if t �ts the time interval of this node. In ad-
dition, if one of the following conditions is ful�lled the start
respectively end time of the interval for a word graph node
n will be adjusted and the members of lt will be allocated as
incoming links to n.

e(n)� a(n) + (t� e(n)) < �t if t > e(n) (1)

e(n)� a(n) + (a(n)� t) < �t if t < a(n) (2)

In the equations, e(i) is the end time and a(i) the start time
of the time interval of node i and �t a trained threshold. In
all other cases a new node with time interval [t; t] is intro-
duced for the members of lt.

Fig. 4 depicts a word graph at the end of an utterance. Each
word hypothesis ending in node n is available for further
processing with a time delay of s+�t. Therefore, top down
restrictions for expansions of a word chain can be taken into
account in the recognition process if they enable predictions
after this time intervall.



5. FIRST RESULTS AND

CONCLUSION

The incremental speech recognition unit as described above
has been tested within the VERBMOBIL evaluation. The
test set consists of spontaneous human-human dialogs. A bi-
gram statistical language model has been provided. For the
training of the HMM parameters we used the ISADORA sys-
tem [12]. A maximum of 5 competing links at time t within
a word graph has been determined. The recognition vocab-
ulary covered 3300 words, the language model reduced per-
plexity to 107. The results of our incremental algorithm |
word accuracy 60% | still di�er from multi-pass algorithms
| the best one achieved 85%. But di�erent aspects must
be taken into account. The algorithmic time delay of 200ms
requires decisions with a very short look ahead. The incre-
mental algorithm produces \dead ends" in the word graph
which can be omitted by multi-pass algorithms. However,
one of the main advantages, the more exible interaction
with other modules, was not enabled in test.

Previous work in the construction of more restrictive and
dynamical language models which make intensive use of the
linguistic knowledge base, has already shown that the im-
provement of recognition rates by top down restrictions [4].
Therefore, a combination of the presented algorithm with a
dynamic construction of language models can enable the de-
velopment of cognitive adequate speech understanding sys-
tems.
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